LUNAR LEVER INSTRUCTIONS
FOR MODELS 1004-1004-2

We love the balance that the bicycle brings to the world and its power to make people, communities and the planet healthier. In addition to creating products that make cycling safer and more enjoyable, we pledge time, resources and profits to organizations working for sustainable transportation solutions. Come ride with us.

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS

STEP 1: Remove tire and tube using the Lunar tire levers.

STEP 2: Abrade and thoroughly clean patch area.

STEP 3: Remove patch backing and press patch firmly over center of repair area.

STEP 4: Re-install tube and tire. Then pump to desired pressure.

GOOD GEAR GUARANTEE

We are so confident in the quality of our products that we offer a limited lifetime warranty to the original owner of Planet Bike products. Warranty does not cover damage due to accident, abuse, or normal wear and tear. Any modification to Planet Bike products will void all warranty. Proof of purchase is required. Return of the product is required for inspection. Contact your Planet Bike dealer or warranty@planetbike.com.